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The First Five Rounds
The Third, or Moon, Chain descends a stage in materiality, possessing
2 higher mental globes (A, G)
2 lower mental globes (B, F)
2 astral globes (C, E)
1 physical globe (D)
Globe D of the Third Chain is our Moon.
This middle globe (D), the scene of the greatest activity in the Chain, is still surviving as the Moon,
but the Moon is only what is left of it after much loss of material, its inner core, as it were, after the
disintegration of the crust, a globe much diminished in size, on its way to total wreck - a corpse, in
fact. (on its way to total destruction in the seventh round of the Earth chain.) (TSS)
Animals of the Moon Chain (became Humans in the Earth Chain)
(This kingdom was of course the mineral kingdom in the first chain, the vegetable kingdom in the
second chain, and is now ourselves, the human kingdom in the Earth or fourth chain.)
Following the evolving consciousnesses which we have seen as minerals on the first Chain, as
vegetables on the second, we find the crest of the advancing wave which bears us within it entering
the third Chain as mammals at its middle point, appearing on globe D, the Moon, in the fourth
Round.
These mammals are curious creatures, small but extraordinarily active; the most advanced of them
are monkey-like in form, making enormous leaps. The fourth Round creatures are as a rule at first
scaly in skin, and later the skin is frog-like; then the more advanced types develop bristles, which
form a very coarse harsh fur.
The air is altogether different from our present atmosphere, heavy and stifling, reminding one of
choke-damp, but it obviously suits the Moon inhabitants. The consciousnesses we are following
take the bodies of small mammals, long in body and short in legs, a mixture of weasel, mongoose
and prairie-dog, with a short scrubby tail, altogether clumsy and ill-finished; they are red-eyed, and
able to see in the darkness of their holes; coming out of the holes, they raise themselves on their
hind legs, which form a tripod with the short strong tail, and turn their heads from side to side,
sniffing. These animals are fairly intelligent, and the relations between the lunar animals and men,
in this district at least, seem more friendly than between wild animals and men on our earth; these
creatures are not domesticated, but do not scuttle away when men appear on the scene. In other
parts, where men are mere savages eating their enemies when they can get them, and animals
when man-flesh is unobtainable, the wild creatures are timid, and fly from human neighbourhood.
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After this first stage of animal life, comes a spell as creatures that live much in the trees, the limbs
double-jointed, the feet padded; the feet are curiously modified, with a thumb-like projection at
right-angles to the limb, like the spur of a cock, armed with a curving claw; running rapidly along
the underside of branches, the animal uses this to hold on by, the remaining part of the feet being
useless; but when moving on the ground it walks on the pads, and the spur sticks out behind, above
the ground level, and does not impede movement.
Other animals, more highly developed than these and far more intelligent, monkey-like in form, live
habitually in human settlements, and attach themselves strongly to the men of their time, serving
them in various ways. These become individualized on globe D of this fourth Round, and on globes
E, F and G develop human, emotional and mental bodies, the causal, though fully formed, showing
but little growth.
These will leave the Moon Chain in the middle of the seventh Round, as we shall see, and thus go
through, on the Moon Chain, three Rounds of development as men . . .
The consciousnesses of the animals we are following after the death of their last bodies on globe D,
practically slept through the remainder of the fourth Round and through the first three globes of
the fifth; losing their emotional and inchoate mental bodies very shortly after the death of the
physical ones, and having no causal, they remained sleeping in a sort of heaven with pleasant
dreams, without touch with the manifested worlds, the gulf between them and those worlds
unbridged. On globe D of the fifth Round, they were again thrown down into bodies and appeared
as large monkey-like creatures, leaping forty feet at a bound, and appearing to enjoy making
tremendous springs high into the air. In the time of the fourth human race on this globe D they
became domesticated, acting as guardians of their masters' property and as playmates of the
children of the household, much as faithful watch-dogs may be now, carrying the children on their
backs and in their arms, and developing intense affection for their human masters; the children
nestled delightedly in their thick soft fur, and enjoyed the huge bounds of their faithful guardians.
One scene may act as a type of the individualization of such creatures.
(MWHW – Ch.3 Early Times on the Moon Chain)
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The Sixth Round
No information having been published regarding Globes A, B and C, we resume our study with
Globe D (the Moon itself) in the sixth round.
(TSS)
Individualized Animals - Men
We come again to Globe D, but now in the sixth Round, and our individualized animals are born into
it as men of a simple and primitive, but not savage and brutal, type. They are not handsome
according to our present ideas of beauty - hair ragged, lips thick, noses squat, and wide at the base.
Vegetation
Much of the vegetation belonged to what we should now call the fungus family, but gigantic and
monstrous. There were trees which grew to a great height in a single year, and which were semianimal. The cut-off branches writhed like snakes and coiled round the axe-wielders, contracting as
they died; red sap, like blood, gushed out under the strokes of the axe, and the texture of the tree
was fleshly; it was carnivorous, and during its growth, seized any animal that touched it, coiling its
branches round it like an octopus, and sucking it dry. The harvesting of this crop was considered to
be very dangerous, and only very strong and skillful men took part in it. When the tree was cut
down and the branches lopped off; they were left to die; then, when all movement had ceased, the
rind was stripped off and was made into a kind of leather, and the flesh cooked and eaten.
Semi-animal Vegetation
Many of the growths we must call plants were semi-animal and semi-vegetable; one had a large
umbrella-like top, with a slit in the middle which allowed the two halves, armed with teeth, to open
out; it bent over with these jaws gaping open, hanging above the ground, and any animal brushing
against it was seized, and the two halves closed over it; then the stem straightened itself, and the
closed halves again formed the umbrella surface, while the animal within them was slowly sucked
dry. These were cut down when the jaws were above and closed, and the skill required consisted in
leaping out of reach, as the top swooped downwards to seize the aggressor.
Insect life
Insect life was voluminous and gigantic, and served largely as food to the carnivorous trees. Some
insects were fully two feet long, and of most formidable aspects, and were greatly dreaded by the
human inhabitants. The houses were built as quadrangles, enclosing very large courtyards; these
were covered in with strong network, and in the seasons when the large insects were about, the
children were not allowed to go outside these enclosures.
(MWHW – Ch.4 The Sixth Round on the Moon Chain)
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The Seventh Round
The Seventh Round of a chain differs from the preceding rounds in that, as the stream of life vacates
any given globe and passes on to the next globe in order, the vacated globe passes into quiescence
on the way to disintegration.
Further, some of the inhabitants of each globe, being incapable of further evolution on the chain,
pass away from the chain altogether, and await re-embodiment in the next chain. The remainder, of
course, goes on to the next globe in order.
On Globe D (the Moon) things became very different; for, when the period for the death of the globe
was approaching, the immense majority of the inhabitants, and most of the animals, left the chain
and passed into the lunar Nirvana, to await transference to the Earth Chain, when this could be
made ready for them. A very small population was thus left to continue its evolution on the three
remaining globes - E, F and G. (TSS)
In The Last Round, Those Incapable Of Further Evolution Pass On
The Seventh Round of a Chain differs from the preceding Rounds in that its globes, one by one, pass
into quiescence on the way to disintegration, as their inhabitants leave them for the last time. When
the period arrives for this final departure from each globe, such of its inhabitants as are capable of
further evolution on the Chain pass on, as in earlier Rounds, to the next globe; while the others, for
whom the conditions of the later globes are unsuitable, leave the Chain altogether when they leave
the globe, and remain in a state hereafter to be described, awaiting re-embodiment on the next
Chain. Thus the stream of departures from each globe on this Round - leaving out any who may
have attained the Arhat1 level - divides into two, some going on as usual to the globe next in
succession, while others take ship to sail over an ocean, the further shore of which is the next Chain.
When Man Can Leave a Chain
Normally, a man is free to leave a Chain - unless dropped out as temporarily hopeless - only when
he has reached the level appointed for the humanity evolved on the Chain. That level in the Moon
Chain, we have already seen, was equivalent to that which we now call the fourth, or Arhat,
Initiation. But we found, much to our surprise, that, on the seventh Round, groups of emigrants
departed from globes A, B and C, while the huge mass of the population of globe D left the Moon
Chain finally as the life-wave quitted that globe to roll onwards to globe E. Only a comparatively
small number remained behind to carry on their evolution on the three remaining globes, and of
these some departed finally from the Chain as each globe dropped into inactivity.
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Fourth Initiation
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The Self-Centered Group Leave the Chain from Globe A
On globe A of the Moon Chain, we see that a part of the humanity is not taken on to globe B, but is
compelled to leave the Chain because it can make no further progress on it. The great Official who
has charge of the globe has not been able to evolve some of the people in the way He desired - has,
in fact, found some of the human material too rigid for further evolution, and so He ships it off when
the life of the globe is over. This boat-load, as we call it, for the number is not large, consists of our
friends with the orange-hued2 auras, who have brought their mental bodies to a point beyond
which they cannot develop on the Moon Chain, except mischievously; they have so shut themselves
into their mental shell, and have so starved the germs of their emotional bodies, that they cannot
safely descend any further; moreover they are far too proud to wish to do so. The causal bodies are
a rigid shell, not a living expanding form, and to let them pass on into globe B would only mean a
fatal hardening of the lower mental. They are very clever, but quite selfish, and have cut themselves
off from further progress for the time, save a progress which would be harmful. The Official is
clearly dissatisfied with these orange-hued people, and does His best for them by shipping them off;
glancing forward, we see that we shall meet some of these again in Atlantis, as Lords of the Dark
Face, priests of the Dark Worship, leaders against the White Emperor, and so on. Meanwhile, they
will rest in the Inter-Chain sphere, self-centered as ever.
The Next Group Leave the Chain from Globe B
The group of people before-mentioned, whose auras showed the golden-yellow3 of disciplined
intellect, together with the rest of the inhabitants of the Chain, passed on to globe B, including some
who had reached the Arhat level on globe A, and who on globe B became Adepts. From globe B the
golden-yellow group was shipped off, for they also had not sufficiently nourished the emotional
side to make the formation of a fairly developed emotional body possible for them on globe C. Their
willingness to obey shaped for them a fairer future than that of the orange people, and we meet
them again in Atlantis as priests of the White temples, gradually forming emotional bodies of a good
type. Both these first boat-loads enter on the terrene evolution at its fourth Round, being too
advanced to take part in its earlier stages. It seems that it is necessary on each globe to develop the
qualities which will need for their full expression a body of the material of the next; so our yellow
people could go no further, but had to be shipped off to the Inter-Chain sphere.
The Barhishad Pitris Leave the Chain from Globe C
From globe C went off a small number who had reached the Arhat level, who had developed to a
lofty point both intellect and emotion, and who needed no further evolution on the Moon Chain;
they therefore left it by any one of the usual seven Paths. One group of these is especially
interesting to us, because they formed part of one division of the ‘Lords of the Moon' - the group
called Barhishad Pitris in The Secret Doctrine - who superintended the evolution of forms on our
Earth Chain. On leaving globe C, they went towards the region where the Earth Chain was building,
to be joined later by a number of others who also gave themselves to this work.

the pride which deeply tinged their auras with orange
They were not devoid of emotion, but their emotions, while leading them to co-operation and to obedience
to those wiser than themselves, were selfish rather than loving.
2
3
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The Next Incarnation of the Globes of a Chain
Globe A of the terrene Chain began to form as the life-wave left globe A of the lunar Chain. The Spirit
of a globe, when its life is over, takes a new incarnation, and, as it were, transfers the life with
himself to the corresponding globe of the next Chain. The inhabitants, after leaving the Chain, have
long to wait ere their new home is ready for them, but the preparation of that home begins when
the Spirit of the first globe leaves it and it becomes a dead body, while he enters on a new cycle of
life and a new globe begins to form round him. Molecules are built up under the direction of Devas,
humanity not being at all involved. The Spirit of a globe is probably on the line of this class of Devas,
and members of it perform the work of building globes all through the system. A great wave of life
from the LOGOS builds up atoms in a system by the intermediary of such a Deva; then molecules are
built, then cells, and so on. Living creatures are like parasites on the surface of the Spirit of the
earth, and he does not concern himself with them, and is probably not normally conscious of their
existence, though he may feel them slightly when they make very deep mines.
The First Elemental Kingdom
The Arhats who, leaving globe C of the Moon Chain, selected the path which leads to the Earth
Chain, passed, as said, to the region where globe A of the Earth Chain was forming; it commenced
with the first Elemental Kingdom, which flowed upwards from the middle of the globe - the
workshop of the Third LOGOS - as water wells up in an artesian boring, and flows over the edge on
all sides. It came from the heart of the Lotus, as sap comes up into a leaf. These Lords of the Moon
took no active part at this stage; but seemed to be looking on at the building of a world-to-be.
Creation of the Original Forms
AEons later they were joined by some of the Lords of the Moon from globe G of the lunar Chain, and
these made the original forms on globe A - giving their Chhāyās, or Shadows, to make these, as The
Secret Doctrine phrases it - and then the Lives came and occupied the forms in succession.
Building of Globes B, C & D of the Earth Chain
Globes B and C were similarly built up round their respective Spirits, as the latter left their lunar
predecessors. Our physical Earth was formed when the inhabitants left globe D of the Moon Chain;
the Spirit of the globe left the Moon, and the Moon then began to disintegrate, a very large part of its
substance passing over to build up the Earth. When the inhabitants began to leave the Moon finally,
globes A, B and C of the terrene Chain were already formed, but globe D, our Earth, could not go far
in its formation till its congener4, globe D of the lunar Chain, the Moon, had died.
(MWHW – Ch.5 The Seventh Round on the Moon Chain)

con·ge·ner (kŏn′jə-nər)n.
1. A member of the same kind, class, or group.
2. An organism belonging to the same taxonomic genus as another organism.
4
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